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1. Background: Who we are and the importance of the building and construction
industry to South Australia’s economy
Established in 1884 as the peak body representing South Australia’s building and construction
industry, Master Builders SA is committed to building a highly productive industry and a prosperous
South Australian community and economy.
Building and construction is the second largest industry in Australia. As at November 2020 there were
more than 75,000 South Australians directly employed in the industry across all sectors, including
residential, commercial, civil engineering, land development and building completion services. This
represented 8.49% of total employment in South Australia, and our industry makes up 11.5% of total
full-time employment. Indirectly, the industry supports tens of thousands more South Australian jobs.
Master Builders SA is proud of the industry we represent, the jobs it creates, the more than 10,000
homes built and extended for families last year, the outstanding health, education and sporting
facilities it has constructed, and the offices it has built for South Australian businesses.
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2. Overview
Master Builders SA welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on the revised draft Planning and
Design Code.
Whilst there are certainly numerous benefits in the draft Code, we are concerned that the government’s
planning reforms are moving away from their stated intention of creating a system that is simpler, quicker
and easier to use, and gives certainty to planning processes.
The new system is complex and quite difficult to navigate and understand, even for experienced
practitioners. Master Builders SA once again emphasises the need for adequate training of all industry
stakeholders (builders, accredited professionals, designers, developers, the average ‘mum and dad’
and so on). The Building & Planning Accredited Professionals Weekly Forum is a good start.
The approach of the new streamlined planning system for greenfield development has generally been
welcomed by our members who operate in that space. However, Master Builders SA remains concerned
about the potential impact the draft Code would have on housing affordability for infill developments.
Although we welcome some of the changes the government has announced to address some of the
issues we raised earlier in the year (such as the deemed approval process and the exclusion of eaves in
the assessment criteria for housing site coverage) some of the criteria in the Design in Urban Areas,
Stormwater Management Overlay and Urban Tree Canopy Overlay will increase the cost of infill
developments. We remain resolute in our belief that housing must remain affordable for the average
South Australian. There must not be an increase in the fees proposed in the Draft Urban Trees Offset
Scheme. For most of our members, a significant number of their jobs are on H1 profile soil or worse. Whilst
we do not generally support proposals that increase the cost of a build, Master Builders SA believes that
the scheme is a reasonable compromise. This is a much better approach for the industry than planting
trees and having to build accordingly.
Master Builders SA cautions against making the Code go live when activity in residential building is
extremely high in the first few months of 2021 due to the tremendous popularity of HomeBuilder. It is
important that the government not only takes this feedback seriously, but also has the right systems in
place to ensure the Code can continue to be reviewed post-implementation and if necessary,
amended.
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3. Accepted Development should default to Deemed-to-Satisfy (and not automatically
Performance Assessed).
Accepted Development should be a new third pathway and not a replacement pathway for Deemedto-Satisfy. In other words, for a development which does not require a planning consent to “leap to” a
full performance assessment is an overly conservative approach. Accepted Development should first
default to Deemed-to-Satisfy and if this process does not apply then Performance Assessed should apply.
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4. Practice Direction – “Consistency of Consents”
Given the Code has been developed through rigorous review by all stakeholders councils should have
the simple role of only checking that stamped drawings “match up” prior to issuing development
approval. To ensure this role is not confused with a reassessment role, a Practice Direction should be
established by the Commission to define the steps associated with the “consistency of consent” check.
Under the PDI Act a Practice Direction is defined as:
(1) The Commission may issue practice directions for the purposes of this Act
(2) Without limiting any other provision that contemplates the issuing of a practice direction, a practice direction
may specify procedural requirements or steps in connection with any matter arising under this Act.

The “matter arising” is found in the General Regulations for the Act as follows:
Division 4 – Determination of application 53 – time within which decision must be made (section 125(1))
(5) Despite a preceding subregulation, where a council is acting as the relevant authority for the purpose of granting
the final development approval under the Act and the council has received notice, via a scheme applying under the SA
planning portal, that all relevant consents have been granted under Part 7 of the Act (and that none of those consents
have lapsed), the council must, within 5 business days –
(a) if the consents are consistent – grant the final development approval; or
(b) if 2 or more consents are inconsistent – take reaonsable septs to inform the applicant of the inconsistency.
(6) If or when the council is satisfied that the consents are consistent with each other after taking steps under
subregulation (5)(b), the council must grant the final development approval within 5 business days.
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5. Flood Management Overlay
The Hazards (Flooding – General) Overlay should be used sparingly and the Code should only adopt
the flood areas mapped within the current Development Plan in the initial roll out of the Code. Further
iterations could expand the overlay but a cautious approach is warranted at this initial stage.
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6. Implementation date
At the time of writing a date for the implementation of the Code has not been announced.
The residential building industry is currently extremely busy due to the extraordinary popularity of the
HomeBuilder scheme. Master Builders SA expects Revenue SA will receive about 5000 HomeBuilder
applications and the work burden on councils will be extremely high as a result.
The Morrison Government recently announced that eligibility for HomeBuilder would be extended until
31 March 2021 and that applications for the grant can now be submitted until 14 April 2021. Master
Builders SA believes it makes sense for the Code to go live after this date. We also recommend
announcing the implementation date via the Gazette 90 days in advance. This will allow builders,
councils and other key stakeholders to properly prepare. For example, builders needs to redesign plans,
get them drafted and change their marketing (websites etc) and educate sales consultants and staff.
This approach will allow building designs, over the counter advice and so on time to adapt to the new
Code design criteria and enable a smoother transition to the Code.
Building and construction is one of the major drivers of economic growth. The massive popularity of the
HomeBuilder scheme is generating strong employment – in fact there are more South Australians
directly employed in the industry today than there were in March 2020. It is important this positive
momentum is maintained.
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7. Review of clear unintended errors in the Code
A swift process should be in place to address clear unintended errors so as to avoid the vast benefits of
the Code being undermined by “clangers”, which was the experience when the Res Code was
introduced. Master Builders SA also believes there should be a full review of the Code within six months
of Phase 3 being implemented, where the implications of the new policies – particularly as they might
impact on housing affordability - can be assessed.
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